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The Zeus Deluxe beard wash will enable you to get rid of the excess that build up in your beard. It is specially
formulated for both beards and mustaches. Once you have washed out your beard with the Zeus deluxe beard
wash, you add the conditioner which will moisturize your whiskers using the pro-vitamin B5 and Aloe Vera to
make them feel soft and luxurious. The Zeus beard oil will save you from itchiness caused by your facial hair
as well as control dandruff. Keeping your beard well maintained and with a healthy shine is no easy task,
however the Zeus Deluxe for Men makes it simple and effortless. The Zeus grooming kit also makes an
excellent gifting idea for any beard loving man. Beard hair is a lot different than the scalp and needs dedicated
products and a specific grooming regime. Every offering, even your cheap kits, will have some essentials in
them. These contain the vital oils and minerals that are used to moisturize your beard and the skin beneath it.
Using these products from the beginning when your beard is in its infancy will allow your skin to remain
moisturized and avoid a lot of itchiness that comes with beard growing. The beard balm is used to control your
beard and shape it the way you want it to look. These offer an extra hold so that you can style your beard in
the manner you wish it to be, as there are plenty of exciting beard styles out there! Essential for keeping your
beard looking and smelling clean and healthy. You will need to clean your beard on a daily basis when it is
established. In the beginning you do not need to use a shampoo just a soft soap, but as your beard grows a
good beard shampoo is indispensable. Brush or Comb Kit: Not all of the offerings contain both items. In order
to keep your beard looking good you will need these tools. They help to disperse the essential oils throughout
your beard as well as aids growth in your beard. You also to groom your beard out regularly to avoid knotting
and tangling of the beard. An essential item in your set. A few of these will also contain additional items to
help you manage and control your beard, or goatee. These are not essential however they will aid you in
having the best beard you can possibly have and help you to control your beard better growth and styling
better: This will help you to keep your beard feeling softer and more luxurious to the touch. Some beard
conditioners are stay-in-conditioners with soft hold that also help to keep your beard in a certain style. A top
and highly premium beard groom kit includes body wash, usually. For the man who wants everything together
in one handy grooming kit. A good beard balm or wax will allow you to shape your beard. A beard wax will
either have a medium or strong hold depending on the weight and length of your beard. Especially for men
who are growing goatees or mustaches, keeping them neatly trimmed will add to the overall look. However
even those with longer beards will need to trim off the errant hairs that grow out of place or shape their beards
in the way they want them to grow. Click here to see the top facial hair trimmers on the market. If you are
looking to make your beard stand out even more, consider a teeth whitening kit for your pearly whites! They
are, after all, the center of attention! Are Beard Grooming Kits only for long beards? Every man looking to
grow a beard, or maintain an established beard, will require a good product. When you are starting to grow
your beard you will need one of these in order ensure that your beard will grow to its maximum potential.
Once your beard has grown out, whether you have a long or short or starter beard, a goatee or just a full bush,
you will need to maintain your beard. A great one will allow your beard or mustache to look its best, smell
great and enhance your overall appearance. Starting out with growing your beard can be very difficult. Making
sure that your beard is well nourished and maintained will help you to grow your beard fuller and have a
healthy well groomed appearance, even at the beginning stages. Beards are generally measured in months.
From a 1 month, 3 month to a yeard which is a year-long worth of beard growth. Finally of course the terminal
beard which will be the longest you can possibly grow you beard. Each of these stages or lengths bring with
them different challenges. Itchiness, patchy and generally shaggy beards are common in the beginning stages
and this is where this type of product comes into play. The use of the different products in your kits will help
alleviate the itchiness and make your new beard look less scraggly. Ensuring your beard is clean and smells
good, no matter what length it is or at what stage of growth, is the main aim of using a grooming kit. If your
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beard is not well maintained, moisturized and clean, your skin will suffer and your beard will not look good.
Eventually you may give up and shave your beard off due to the unflattering look. Combing or brushing it will
also stimulate growth in newer beards and help to make longer more established beards healthier and tidier. It
also allows for you to get all the knots and tangles out of your beard and rid it of any beard dandruff that may
be present. In order to ensure that your beard is properly maintained it is essential to have a good one that will
give you all the products needed to not only maintain your beard but help you grow it longer and thicker than
ever. There are a number of things you should consider before buying one. It is obvious that you need to have
a one of these products that gives you all the tools you will need to maintain and grow your beard
successfully. There are however added considerations such as your skin type and hair type. If you have
sensitive skin, you need to make sure that the kit you select contains all natural ingredients that will not
aggravate your skin in any way. Another factor to take into consideration is how the products smell. Just like
choosing the right aftershave or deodorant, you do not want to spend a lot of money only to find you do not
like the way it smells. Again fragrance free beard products help if you have sensitive skin to consider. Just like
your head-hair, your beard needs to be moisturized and hydrated. You also need to remember you need to look
after the skin beneath the beard too. The oils and balms contained in most offerings will address both your
beard and skin needs. These are helped to disperse into your beard by when brushing or combing. Cleaning
your beard is one of the most important parts of keeping it healthy and shiny, a good beard shampoo is one of
the most essential items in your kit. What is the use of having a big beard if it does not look clean and healthy?
If you are growing only a goatee beard, you need to consider if you need a shave beard care lotion in your kit.
Even if you are going to have a full grown beard, grooming it in the way of trimming will be one of the tasks
you need to perform in order to have the best looking and neatest beard around. Finally having a high quality
brush is important. Brushing out your beard regularly to avoid knots and tangles. Oils and balms will only take
you part of the way to keep your beard neat and tidy. These will also help to disperse the beard oil you are
using, as well as your natural oils throughout your beard keeping it well moisturized. Read the customer
reviews on Amazon to see what your fellow beards-men say about the various products that are available for
What is the best way to take care of your Beard? If you already have a beard then you need to look after it, if
you are staring out with growing a beard it is very important to look after it in the beginning stages or you will
just give up and shave it off. Irritation of the skin and patchiness sometimes lead to the early death of beards.
Having a great beard caring regime is vital and as every beard is unique, different types will require custom
upkeep and maintenance. There are two major aspects to looking after your beard. These are trimming and
cleaning. Trimming your Beard The secret to having a great looking and styled beard is having a great product
that comes with a shaving kit. These two items should be tools you have at your disposal when growing a
beard. Trimming your beard is one of the things you will have to do in order to keep your beard well
maintained. Make sure your new kit comes with a shaving beards kit! Some beard lovers say that the only way
to do this is have it professionally done, however others will never let anybody else trim their beards by
themselves. The choice is yours. Trimming your beard or mustache yourself if easy if you have the right tools.
Some of the best male grooming or beard care products will include a pair of barber scissors which are
recommended if you intend to trim either beard or mustache. A wide-toothed or fine-toothed comb and electric
beard trimmer is useful. Remember to always trim your beard when it is dry. Wet hair tends to be longer and
when it dries you may find you have trimmed too much off of your beard. To trim your beard you would
usually start at one ear and trim down to the chin, then start on the other side and repeat. Beard trimmers
usually come with an adjustable trimming guide. This will help you to control how close you will trim your
beard and keep it the same all through. You can use the beard trimmer to maintain the shape and style of your
beard as well. To trim your mustache, start in the middle of your mouth and trim towards the one side, then
repeat on the other side. You would normally leave a mustache to grow up to the nose and not shave or trim
the top. Remove any stray hairs with a trim razor, plucking errant hairs is not recommended. Cleaning your
Beard Your beard or mustache is just hair, and like your hair, you need to shampoo your beard on a regular
basis. You should use a mild shampoo or a specifically formulated shampoo.
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Buy a cheap copy of The Errant Bridegroom book by Vanessa Gray. THE LORD OF TEMPTATION It was a long way
from a sheltered English country estate to the dazzling whirl of Vienna where the glittering nobility of Europe had.

It positively overflows with what are known as "typical Lubitsch touches. This last might have been by any
competent director, only traces of Clair wit being noticeable. He then went to Hollywood and now has several
American productions to his credit. Some of these lack the Clair wit -- e. The plea for intelligence, for rising
above petty worries like lost gloves, for refusing to be constrained by petty convention, make "An Italian
Straw Hat" a crusader in human propaganda. The photography is purely objective, lighting is "all-over," focus
is hard throughout in the American style. As will be illustrated in the analysis which follows, Clair is the
master of straight narrative development with unobtrusive technical skill, ingeniously interpreting narrative by
means of characters and action that afford witty commentaries on pomp, convention and officialdom -- which
makes his work such a powerful satire. Amusing characterizations which are ironic criticisms. Witty situations
and deft development. Quite dependable light entertainment for high class halls. They beg him to hurry. His
cousin and another arrival assist him with his shoes. The abbreviated version makes it hard to pick up the
foibles given to each character, as listed in the cast above, but the traditional greeting becomes uproariously
funny through sheer repetition. Meanwhile, in sparkling tracking shots, the bridegroom Albert Prejean drives
in the Bois de Vincennes till his whip catches in a tree. While he runs back to recover it, his horse finds, and
starts eating, a straw hat. He is dismayed, and more so at the indignant cry of a soldier who appears just in the
wood -- and the agonized cry of a lady Olga Tschechowa who appears a moment later. Apologetically handing
back the hat, he hurries off, twirling his whip again, until he recalls the danger. The others hail a providential
carriage and give chase. Impeccable Acting As is the case throughout, the acting is impeccable, and the
photography objectively brilliant, the crowning point of interest lying in the subtle wit of the director. This is a
film from which one obtains entertainment above the normal, obvious narrative entertainment in proportion to
the amount of thought one applies. His pursuers drive up as his carriage is led away, and they enter his house
shutting out a small but enthusiastic crowd who sense drama - another tasty aside. Then, very neatly arranged.
Photograph of a girl the bride C. Bridegroom smiles pleasingly at it, then frowns, looks up and around, frowns
still more at. Madame wearing wrecked hat , then soldier, who enter room. The carriages drive up one assisted
by barking dog M. Soldier expostulates, but is shown at window first floor. Ferdinand approaches his bride but
is swept back by the father - a magnificent gesture, implicitly stating, "Time for all that later. In the next room,
Madame faints. Ferdinand gets rid of the others. Uncle Vesinet has heard and seen nothing. Ferdinand
thoughtfully plugs his ear-trumpet and resumes arguments with the soldier who explains that Madame cannot
return to her husband without a whole hat. The latter is shown in several shots, very appropriately cut-in as
repetition laugh-raisers, dozing serenely amid the turmoil. Then he walks out and is besieged by vain
questions from the relations. The father stalks in and drags out Ferdinand while the two are concealed behind
the doors. So, when the Mayor does not immediately arrive, he sprints out to it. The Mayor enters the hall. The
Father speaks to him with an anguished gesture. The narrative content of the four shots above quoted is
remarkable, only equaled in directorial inspiration by their comedy content. Ripe Guying The civic ceremony
culminates in the moving, enjoyed, and trite homily delivered with a wealth of gesture by the Mayor. His yell
as she finally pinches his arm can almost be heard. He leads the way out, so all must follow - except Uncle
Vesinet who claps tardily and, when accused of ill manners, courteously accepts the imagined congratulations.
The reception proceeds with singing and dancing and Ferdinand extremely worried, until his valet enters and
looks so lugubriously gloomy that he imagines, in a model-shot flashback, the total wreck of his new home.
So he dashes off to the address obtained from the milliner. His entrance here is nicely portrayed. In close-up,
his head pokes around the door. He sees, mid-shot, a screen. Over it hang trousers, and from it protrude two
bare feet, wriggling. Then to the audience is given a view round the screen of M. Beauperthuis Jim Gerald
taking his footbath. Ferdinand demands the hat, the dialogue title concerned being that one reproduced
herewith at left. These titles, accompanied by apt cartoons, were apparently reproduced specially for the 9.
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The Identity of the Lady The relations have followed Ferdinand. The Father, clutching his plant and walking
slightly unsteadily for the party was good , enters and sees the feet behind the screen now being briskly dried
and also sees the pair of shoes, which he deliberately puts on with a sigh of relief and totters out. But
Ferdinand tells the whole story in lengthy titles since, unfortunately, the recounting sequence, done in
pantomime against stage backdrops a witty idea , has been cut. It dawns heavily over-emphasized in close-ups
of the woman, the soldier and the hat on Monsieur that his lady may be involved, and the fact is brought home
forcefully when Ferdinand knocks over a photograph which, to his horror, shows whose wife is in his house.
Beauperthuis sprints off to the house, and Ferdinand sprints after him. Night falls as the relations reach the
house and are refused admittance by the valet "while the lady is there. Ferdinand protests, but Uncle Vesinet
opens his - to reveal a leghorn hat. In ecstasy Ferdinand snatches up the box and dashes into the house while
the gendarmes round up the relations and take them to the police station as suspicious characters! Inside his
house, Ferdinand opens the box. Uncle Vesinet still had the hat. Beauperthuis bursts in, and the two escape to
the street. The soldier "knows one of the gendarmes" and recovers the hat. However, it falls on a lamp, and
Ferdinand screens M. Beauperthuis with an umbrella claiming rain, while it is recovered and Madame is sped
away. Beauperthuis returns to find his wife in bed and is left with a single doubt and a pair of tight shoes - and
the young couple return to normal. They survive in the original version. For instance, the entry of M. One long
shot of the stairs shows the latter start down, turn hurriedly back, and then M. This holding of a shot for
supplementary actions is now associated with Lubitsch and his shots of doors, but actually dates from the
Keystone comedy period and was used by Chaplin, for example, in "Easy Street" Mutual: There is also a
considerable comic use of inanimate objects. Thus, double doors flung open act as screens. The wife,
inanimate in a dead faint, falls into his unwilling arms and balks his argument with the soldier. These are in
the Buster Keaton tradition, as is the imperturbability of the valet who enters with gloomy disapprobation at
the most awkward moments. Clair, as the scenario writer, must be commended chiefly for his generous
loading of every sequence with details and gags. Here though none of the critics dared say it Clair has learned
from Harold Lloyd, whose silent films were constructed from the cream of a super-abundance of gags and
situations contrived by his staff. The nearest comparable Lloyd gag the present writer can recall is that in
"Safety Last! The acting is so uniformly excellent that one can hardly credit the players being other than types.
This can clearly be seen in his later films, which are typically American in photographic treatment, whereas
Fritz Lang always manages to infuse photographic individuality. To be more specific, Clair permits crudities
such as straight-on instead of low-angle shots of toppling masonry, and pretty-pretty studio ground mists in
"Ten Little Indians" while Lang gives us the bold diagonals, the inimitable dark street scenes in "Scarlet
Street. For after all, the damaged hat could be explained. The wedding day was a success in spite of the
trouble. And the only person left in doubt at the end was the only one who had been aggressively suspicious.
On the thoughtful interlacing of such relevant wit with its properly cinematic action-interpretation does the
constructional perfection of this excellent film depend. Thanks to Lenny Borger, who presented the film with
such success at Pordenone in , for his help with this piece.
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I appreciate your comments! Thank you for all of them. Chapter 28 â€” The Groom Errant Slowly the relatives
began to trickle in. First Charles Bingley the younger and Frederick returned from Cambridge, finishing out
the Maddox and Bingley clans, and finally George, his head still in his books. Brian and Nadezhda were faster
than anyone else from London. The Bertrands came, and apparently Geoffrey had written an invitation to the
Bradleys, as he wanted to invite Isabel Wickham. The Townsends of Netherfield had not been this far north in
a while, this time of the year, but they managed. Reynolds, who did not accompany Geoffrey to London,
explained that the list was quite comprehensive. Unfortunately it did not seem to include the groom, who was
busy securing a license. The next carriage at the Bingley house was not Geoffrey, but another surprise.
Bingley was there to greet him. We need liquor, and the Mughals are a temperance people. Hurst, who could
only walk with a cane as he was old and fat, but still of good humor, slapped Bingley very hard on the back.
Do you speak English, and what country are you from? Xiao, this is my brother-in-law, Mr. He was married to
my sister Louisa. The ambassador has offered to help with the flowers. The servants were on the other end, in
the green section. There simply were not enough of them to handle the job. Bingley did and you listened to
him. Maddox was standing on the grass. Jane shook her head. She was probably trying to distract herself until
Geoffrey returned. Georgie seemed content to leave those decisions to them. Jane had watched her moods
swing more than usual, which could easily be simple nerves or that on top of increasing. She was ill in the
mornings, and sometimes in the afternoons, but she was remarkably stoic about it, at least in front of her
mother. She passed on the scones that were offered to her and took only the tea, in which she showed little
interest. The full party of guests was not quite complete when the lone bachelor strode in, still walking
unsteadily from many hours on a horse, looking haggard from the road. A host of servants nearly smothered
him with their attendance as his coat and hat were removed, his walking stick taken away, and his bags
removed but for one, a satchel of documents that he would not relinquish. He barely had time to collect
himself before facing the master of Pemberley. Geoffrey had done wrong, but had done his best to tend to it in
every way possible, and he looked it. He had whiskers and a layer of dust on him. Darcy did not wait for
Geoffrey to begin explaining himself. He did not need to say it and Darcy did not need to hear details. Instead
he embraced his son, who simply looked at him with utter confusion. Not looking like that, at least. Then we
are just awaiting the Kincaids and the Bellamonts. Everyone important is here. Now you should hurry up the
stairs and make yourself look proper before your loving relatives rush you. Try to catch a nap if you can. You
should be ready for tonight. When Elizabeth returned from Kirkland to ready for supper, she was not pleased
to learn her son was soundly asleep and to be left undisturbed. She could not resist the urge to peak into his
room, letting light fall in the darkened room with the shades drawn, where he slept limp like a rag doll on his
stomach, his head to the side. Gawain was brought home by Charles and Frederick as a sort of gift to Geoffrey
and the hound could no longer climb up on the bed himself, so Geoffrey must have lifted him up, because he
was curled up beside him. Geoffrey would always be her son, even if he lived elsewhere. He would always be
Geoffrey Darcy and she would never give him away. He might go away for a while, but he would always
come home to Pemberley. Jane could not say the same thing of her daughter. She shut the door as she heard
Darcy approaching. We should greet them. And Bingley has all kinds of things he wants to bring over,
apparently. When Geoffrey woke, Mr. Reynolds was ready, and was quick to understand that Geoffrey wanted
everything in his appearance to be absolutely perfect for dinner, when he would see his bride for the first time
in days. Reynolds was still making the last adjustments when there was a knock at the door. The staff needs a
bit more time. The heir to Pemberley must be married in style. He had no interest in anyone else, or having
anyone else around for this moment in time, but it was not to be. He could only kiss her hand. It seemed so
very far away, and yet, they would manage. It helped through the long meal, when they had little chance to
speak to each other and none of it in any privacy. Getting some privacy was the only thing on their minds and
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it seemed as though there would be none of it. There was not much entertainment after supper, as herding the
children around and getting the right people back to the right place was enough work that it hardly left any
time. They barely got to say good-bye to each other when Geoffrey was given a glass of wine and dragged into
the drawing room. He had been drinking fairly steadily during the dinner to make it pass, but it was no wine
party. It was late, he realized. The others were gone. The fire was lit, and his father, Uncle Bingley, Dr.
Maddox gathered around him. His father and Uncle Bingley stood over him. Therefore, we think it best that
you be educated in it the same way your uncle and I were â€” forcibly. Hurst insisted that I, the young
bachelor, know all of the details of the marriage bed. Your middle year was your worst," Dr. He was the only
one sitting. I probably know more than you do, Mr. Either he was very drunk, or not drunk enough. No
gentleman goes to the altar without something in their history," Brian said, to which, Bingley coughed and
took a moment to right himself again, having swallowed badly. He was four and twenty," Darcy said. You
were doing double terms in France! Granted, it was nothing compared to my honeymoon. Geoffrey, should
you ever be so unfortunate as to lose the remainder of your hearing â€” " "G-d forbid," he breathed. Which, I
will say, will give a whole new life to your bedroom. What a bachelor party that was. I think we ended up
playing cards. Why, what did â€” Oh my G-d. Nothing came of it and she got a nice settlement. Besides, it
was mutual. She changed my linens! I think Sarah and Cassandra were the only ones in Pemberley. Maddox
said with a chuckle. He never goes through with it, but it always goes that way. I think he punched him once.
Where was I and why did I miss it? Maddox said, "and we were all smashed with Lord Kincaid. To celebrate
our victory. He could have told us some wonderful stories about his life as a married man," Bingley said
directly to Darcy. Geoffrey looked at his father, who swallowed away another glass and said. You wanted me
to marry her. May I please go? Fortunately he managed to select the daughter of a Head of a different college.
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Sardis was the ancient capital of Lydia. Temple of Artemis at Sardis 1 Sardis was known for its great wealth
and may have been the earliest kingdom 7th century B. Sardis epitomized the complacency, softness and
degeneration which invariably ultimately accompany wealth. At the approach of Alexander,. So that night he
led a party of Persian troops up to the citadel by following the fault in the rock. When they reached the
battlements they found them unguarded, for the Sardians considered themselves too safe to need a guard.
Twice, the Sardians lost their city because they were too complacent to watch! Its seventy-eight Ionic columns
of which two are still standing are each fifty-eight feet in height. It was dedicated to a local Asiatic goddess
usually referred to as Cybele, who was identified with the Greek Artemis. This patron deity was believed to
possess the special power of restoring the dead to life [cf. Sardis, like neighboring Philadelphia, suffered a
catastrophic earthquake in AD Apparently, because of famine, in A. This action was designed to increase
production of corn which the Empire needed badly. This crisis affected Philadelphia more critically than any
other, because no city of Asia depended on the fruit of the vine more than it. Dionysius, god of wine, was the
principal deity. In the second century, Melito was bishop of this city. Sardis, the once proud capital of Lydia,
and the residence of its opulent monarchs, is now reduced to a wretched Turkish village called Sart, the
habitation of herdsmen, buffaloes, and oxen, situated at the foot of mount Tmolus, on the banks of the
Pactolus, between 30 and 40 miles east from Smyrna. The ruins of Sardis are peculiarly grand, and lift up their
heads, as if to assert their ancient glory; but it now contains not a single Christian family. Dwight Pentecost,
Things to Come: Zondervan Publishing House, , ] renovation, [Ibid. Christ emphasizes to this church that He
is the source of the seven Spirits of God John It is the specialty of the third Person of the Trinity, the Holy
Spirit, to bring forth life from that which is a lifeless wilderness Gen. That which is born of the flesh is flesh,
and that which is born of the Spirit is spirit. So is everyone who is born of the Spirit. This life-giving Spirit
was poured forth on the Day of Pentecost Acts 2: It was on this day that the body of Christ was first animated
by the Spirit of Christ Rom. Christ is here emphasizing the Spirit as the means by which they might strengthen
the things which remain, that are ready to die Rev. See commentary on Revelation 1: I know See commentary
on Revelation 2: The former refers to inner life, the latter to external. This underscores a theme which runs
throughout Scripture: The church of Sardis had made for themselves a name. Name is here used to represent
fame, reputation, or character. Thus the Sardians were following in the sin of Babel. It is not scandalous
wickedness, but decent death; the form retained, the heart gone; Christ owned in word, ignored in deed; creeds
correct, conduct respectable, life departed. His name held, His Word read, His truth owned, Himself forgotten.
When the human spirit does not control some part of the body, there is said to be a partial paralysis. Some
pressure upon a nerve center or some other abnormality may cause one foot to be dragged or one hand to be
withered instead of maintaining the normal participation in the life of the body. Orthodoxy is important, but
orthodoxy alone will not do. The most orthodox in this list is depicted as the deadest. There may be prayers,
vigils, fasts, temples, altars, priests, rites, ceremonies, worship, and still be no true piety. Heathenism has all
these. They are to be continuously watching. They were to watch themselves: But take heed to yourselves, lest
your hearts be weighed down with carousing, drunkenness, and cares of this life, and that Day come on you
unexpectedly. For it will come as a snare on all those who dwell on the face of the whole earth. Watch
therefore, and pray always that you may be counted worthy to escape all these things that will come to pass,
and to stand before the Son of Man. Therefore take heed to yourselves and to all the flock, among which the
Holy Spirit has made you overseers, to shepherd the church of God which He purchased with His own blood.
For I know this, that after my departure savage wolves will come in among you, not sparing the flock. Also
from among yourselves men will rise up, speaking perverse things, to draw away the disciples after
themselves. Therefore watch, and remember that for three years I did not cease to warn everyone night and
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day with tears. For you have need of endurance, so that after you have done the will of God, you may receive
the promise: Now the just shall live by faith; but if anyone draws back, My soul has no pleasure in him. For in
their own efforts, they were totally incapable of what Jesus here commands. The works that they had Rev.
Inattention had played a significant part in their drift away from life toward death Heb. Here the emphasis is
upon watching for Christ Mat. Christ is never said to come for His church as a thief. He does not come upon
His bride as a thief and He does not come upon the apostates and unregenerate world as a bridegroom. The
city had been captured twice in its history, once in B. Would Christians there allow the same to happen to
them at the hands of one whom they had made their spiritual opponent? The context of Rev. Yet even here
when a local application appears in view, we find Scripture teaching a general principle which will apply at
the time of the end. For you yourselves know perfectly that the day of the Lord so comes as a thief in the
night. And they shall not escape. But you, brethren, are not in darkness, so that this Day should overtake you
as a thief. You are all sons of light and sons of the day. We are not of the night nor of darkness. Therefore let
us not sleep, as others do, but let us watch and be sober. For those who sleep, sleep at night, and those who get
drunk are drunk at night. But let us who are of the day be sober, putting on the breastplate of faith and love,
and as a helmet the hope of salvation. For God did not appoint us to wrath, but to obtain salvation through our
Lord Jesus Christ, who died for us, that whether we wake or sleep, we should live together with Him. But as
the days of Noah were, so also will the coming of the Son of Man be. For as in the days before the flood, they
were eating and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, until the day that Noah entered the ark, and did not
know until the flood came and took them all away, so also will the coming of the Son of Man be. Then two
men will be in the field: Two women will be grinding at the mill: Watch therefore, for you do not know what
hour your Lord is coming. But know this, that if the master of the house had known what hour the thief would
come, he would have watched and not allowed his house to be broken into. Therefore you also be ready, for
the Son of Man is coming at an hour you do not expect. It is like a man going to a far country, who left his
house and gave authority to his servants, and to each his work, and commanded the doorkeeper to watch.
Watch therefore, for you do not know when the master of the house is comingâ€”in the evening, at midnight,
at the crowing of the rooster, or in the morningâ€” lest, coming suddenly, he find you sleeping. And what I say
to you, I say to all: Blessed are those servants whom the master, when he comes, will find watching.
Assuredly, I say to you that he will gird himself and have them sit down to eat, and will come and serve them.
And if he should come in the second watch, or come in the third watch, and find them so, blessed are those
servants. Blessed is he who watches, and keeps his garments, lest he walk naked and they see his shame. His
thief-like coming occurs at the day of the Lord. Since Paul tells the Thessalonians they were well acquainted
with the prophetic truth concerning the day of the Lord, this day is not to be identified with the Rapture, about
which Paul did need to write to clarify their understanding. The day of the Lord begins with the Great
Tribulation, and ends with the close of the Millennium. Even in the midst of a wicked culture, there are those
who trust in Him which He will never forsake Gen. Having trusted in Christ, His righteousness has been
imputed to them and they are positionally holy. Even then, in their walk, they could become defiled by fleshly
activities of the world Jas. By confessing their sins, these few had steadfastly remained in close fellowship
with God 1Jn. Now Joshua was clothed with filthy garments, and was standing before the Angel. And the
Angel of the Lord stood by. Those slain for the word of God and for the testimony they held are given white
robes to wear Rev. But when the king came in to see the guests, he saw a man there who did not have on a
wedding garment. And the armies in heaven, clothed in fine linen, white and clean, followed Him on white
horses. Those who were at one time invited to the wedding, but rejected the Bridegroom were not worthy to
attend.
5: Road Trip with the Best Man | Sophie Pembroke | | NetGalley
The Errant Bridegroom by Vanessa Gray starting at $ The Errant Bridegroom has 1 available editions to buy at Alibris.

6: 9 Best Beard Grooming Kits in [Review & Guide] - Product Expert
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THE LORD OF TEMPTATION It was a long way from a sheltered English country estate to the dazzling whirl of Vienna
where the glittering nobility of Europe had assembled to celebrate victory over Napoleon.

7: Regency Retro Reads - the ORIGINAL Retro Read site!
; Weymouth, The errant bridegroom. One Sunday early in September a bride sat nervously waiting at St Mary's church
for her husband to be to appear. Now this wasn't a young couple by any stretch of the imagination!

8: If I Loved You Less Chapter The Groom Errant, a pride and prejudice fanfic | FanFiction
According to the official timeline released by the Palace, the bride's mother, the former Duchess of York, was supposed
to arrive with Princess Beatrice before the groom. Instead the errant duchess pulled up in front of the church a few
minutes lateâ€”but that didn't stop her for running over to shake hands with a few well-wishers before.

9: Mrs. Sydney Groom (Author of The Knight Errant)
Another theory goes that jilted brides would be 'left in the lych' when the errant bridegroom failed to appear for a
wedding. Both theories are plausible but there's no evidence to support either and, despite the superficial appeal of
those explanations, 'lych' and 'lurch' aren't related.
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